Southwest Freeway: This view looks west along the Southwest Freeway (US 59) toward the Loop 610 interchange. In 2003 work is in progress to improve and modernize the interchange, originally constructed in 1962. (Photo: May 2003)
Interpretation of lane counts:
Main lanes shown first, with transit or toll lanes shown after the dash.
Main lanes are continuous lanes and exclude temporary merging and auxiliary lanes.

H = barrier-separated HOV transitway
D = diamond lane (non-barrier-separated)
B = two-way dedicated HOV transitway
T = toll lanes
(P) = pending; pavement in place for transit lane, but not yet operational
(A) = pavement available, but not in use

6 = 6 main lanes
10-1H = 10 main lanes with 1 barrier-separated HOV transitway
2008: 10-4T = 10 main lanes with 4 toll lanes scheduled for opening in 2008

Indicates lane count transition point
Downtown’s newest addition: The new Eastex Freeway downtown distribution complex is nearing completion in 2003.

(Photo: ©Scott Teven/www.HoustonPhoto.com, May 2003)
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Freeway, cables, and blue sky: This view shows the deck of the Fred Hartman Bridge (SH 146). (Photo: November 2000)
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Take the Houston Freeways journey!

Along the way you’ll find fascinating stories, remarkable people, amazing scenery, and time capsules to the past. Experience the power of the freeway as it shapes the city and influences our lives.

“Houston Freeways, a Historical and Visual Journey is an enriching and telling account of the development of transportation corridors in Harris County. Erik Slotboom’s in-depth and precise examination of the toll road system is enlightening and informative. With literary astuteness and alacrity, Slotboom’s intense and candid portrayal charts the advancement of transportation issues in the greater Houston area and establishes a foundation upon which future progress can be made.”

—State Senator Jon Lindsay
Harris County Judge, 1975-1994
Creator of the Harris County Toll Road Authority
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